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Review IssueUniquely Human BiologyFrom the earliest days of scientific endeavor, one topic has been endlessly fascinating:
ourselves. From Leonardo sketching the tissues of the human body to Galan tracing the
circulatory system, some of our most extraordinary feats of discovery have centered on
how our own bodies work—and, crucially, stop working. The last 40 years have brought
an unprecedented expansion of our understanding of the fundamental biological mecha-
nisms of life, thanks largely to insights gleaned from model organisms and to rapid tech-
nological advances. Today we are in an era in which the human can be the model system
and, individually, each human can provide a unique repertoire of information on genetics,
genomics, and physiology.We are also equippedwith the framework to look for answers to
age-old questions about the human condition: What makes us human, and how did wecome to be?
The scientific successes of the more recent decades have also brought the opportunity to use basic knowledge to address our
uniquely human challenges in the fields of disease and aging. This theme fundamentally touches upon the question of our human
characteristics and needs. To start off, Svante Pa¨a¨bo (Review, page 216) delves into themolecular approaches that have been devel-
oped to study themodern human’s geneticmakeup and how it differs from now extinct forms of hominids. JohnO’Shea, Yuka Kanno,
and Andrew Chan (Review, page 227) take a different tack on our uniquely human condition by discussing the ‘‘bench-to bedside’’
approaches in immunology that exemplify the successes and failures in translating animal models into therapies. Finally, Eric Topol
(Review, page 241) reviews the up-and-coming field of individualized medicine and how the biological uniqueness within each of us
provides an exceptional set of challenges and promises for future treatments.Cell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 215
